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Abstract— It is easy to cause a series of problems such as 

low work efficiency and production by personal experience 

judgment to allocate pelagic fishing operating people. To 

improve the overall efficiency of fishing line , this paper 

introduces the concept of post competence, and makes 
methods to improve personnel's working efficiency on the 

fishing and processing production line. On the basis of 

illustrating pelagic fishing operation process, this paper 

analyses the nature of the fishing production operation. 

Characteristics and calculation method of the fishing 
operating post competence are established. Entropy value 

method is used to calculate index weight coefficient, which 

determines the calculation formula of post competency. 

Based on the post adaptability, fishery economy benefit and 

production efficiency optimization, the most optimized 
personnel post competence matrix model is developed. A 

heuristic algorithm is designed to solve the model. Finally, 

based on the instance of trawler fishing and production 

process, this paper analyses an example of research content, 

and the result shows the approach is feasible. 

Keywords- Pelagic Fishing; Fishing Boats Working; 

Personnel Allocation; Post Competence; Heuristic Algorithm  

I. INTRODUCTION 

At present, in the process of production operation on 

the pelagic fishing ship, the personnel allocation of pelagic 
fishing and machining process is still no in-depth study. 

Now the workers management still depends on a few 

managers' experience and managers’ personal judgment. 
To a certain extent, this leads to the unreasonable 

personnel allocation, low working efficiency and economic 
loss. Especially like Seine, trawl practices  can achieve a 

few tons or even dozens of tons of fish at one time. It  
needs to balance the production line to improve the 

processing efficiency when the number of people on board 

is fixed, and the fish number is larger. 

As a measure of personnel work quality and the 

efficiency factor, post competency degree is researched 

and used in many fields [1-2]. Improvement in the sum of 
production line workers’  post competence has helped 

improve the working efficiency. This paper uses the 
optimization goal of maximum post competency degree to 

optimize the allocation of production line. The optimal 
allocation of personnel post competency degree maximum 

model is established. A heuristic algorithm is designed to 

solve the model. Finally, it analyses an example of 
research content, and proves the approach is feasible. 

II. PELAGIC FISHING POST  COMPETENCY DEGREE INDEX 

Degree of post competency refers to the personal 

characteristics of excellent performance of workers  in 
specific jobs, enterprise environment and culture. It  also 

can be explained as the ability of taking this post [3]. 
Before establishing post competency degree optimization 

model, the fishing post competency degree index should be 
determined firstly, a system of post competency degree 

should be established, and finally the competence factors 

and the factors weight distribution should be determine. 

A. Post competency distribution 

The establishment of the index system of post 

competency degree should refer to practical problems [4]. 

On the production line of pelagic fishing ship, because of 
the particularity of the work environment and job 

requirements, the higher the workers' professional skill is, 
the higher ability the task will be performed. The longer 

the people working in a job, the higher the ability to 
perform this task is. The higher the operating performance, 

the higher the ability to perform this task is . Therefore, this 

paper uses the working skills, working time and job 
performance as the personnel competence factors . The 

letters are defined as follows: 
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mp
  - Fishing operation personnel    ( 1,2,3,...,m i ); 

ns
   - Fishing and processing work post   (

1,2,3,...,n j
); 

mn
- Competent factor for computing skills in the fishing 

line operation; 

mnK
- Skill level of mp

on the ns
 post; 

mn
- Competent factor for cumulative time  in the fishing 

line operation; 

mnT
- Cumulative working hours  of mp

 working on ns
 in 

a calculation cycle; 

mn
- Competent factor for operating performance in the 

fishing line operation; 

mnR
- Operating performance of mp

 working on ns
 in a 

calculation cycle; 
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B. The determination of index weight coefficients 

This paper uses the entropy value method to establish a 

post competency index weight, and then uses weighted 
way to sum factors. Finally it is concluded fishing 

personnel competence level of the corresponding post. 

Define the meaning of the letter as follows: 

mxd
- Statistical data of the x indicators for worker  

whose number is m ( 1,2,3,...,m i ;
, ,x   

) 

 - Weight coefficient of work skill factor; 

 - Weight coefficient of work time factor; 

 - Weight coefficient of work performance factor; 

mnw
- Competency index of mp

 on ns
 post; 

The weight is calculated by using entropy method. 

Then normalize mxd
, it is concluded that: 
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Calculate the x  entropy of indicators, it is concluded 

that: 
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The smaller entropy of indicator is, the more the 
difference coefficient will be, and the greater the weight 

will be. Calculate the index difference coefficient as 
follows: 

                   
1x xe g  

                                        
(6) 

Normalize xe
, and acquire the expression of weight  

coefficient: 
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Then competency index of mp
on ns

 post is 

              mn mn mn mnw          
                

(8)  

III. PERSONNEL OPTIMIZATION 

After establishing personnel post competency degree 
matrix by using working skills, working hours and 

working performance as post competency degree indexes , 

in order to ensure production balance and the most 
reasonable allocation between each station on fishing and 

production line, it is need to build a model by using the 
biggest staff competence as the target. It is concluded 

personnel allocation when competencies are the largest. 
Fishing processing operation personnel allocation 

optimization model is established as follows: 

mnh
- The staff m assigned to positions of n; 

 R- Maximum post competency degree. 

The objective function:  
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Constraints:      
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     m                                        (11)                                      
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Formula (10) refers every post must arrange one staff 

to operate; Formula (11) refers each staff can only work on 

a post; Formula (12) refers the value of mnh
 can only be 0 

or 1. Formula
0mnh 

 refers don't arrange mp
 to ns

, 

formula 
1mnh 

 refers arrange mp
 to ns

. 

IV. HEURISTIC ALGORITHM SOLUTION 

According to the fishing work’s specialty of the pelagic 

fishery, during the catch processing, fresh degree and 

integrity of the catch will affect their quality and sale, 
especially the commodity catch’s quality. When the catch 

is on board by purse seining and trawling, first thing is 
priority divid ing. The catch with high economy degree will 

have priority arrangement for processing, then the others. 
  The paper designs a kind of heuristic algorithm with 

the goal of maximizing the post competency degree based 
on Hungarian algorithm to solve the personnel allocation, 

and gives priority to the high priority catch’s person 

configuration. 

A. Build competency level matrix 

According to above, the personnel competency level 

matrix W can be expressed as: 
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 Assume that it has b kinds of the catch, aQ
 

represents the waiting process catch named with a, 
{1,2,..., }a b , then choose the high economy catch to 

get the person configuration for their processing and 

form a matrix. 

B. Solution process of heuristic algorithm 

Step1: Choose the high economy between the 
waiting processing catch to get the person configuration, 

and then choose the corresponding processing post to 

form the matrix
*W . In the matrix

*W ,search each 

column element from left to right ,if 
*n

s
 post’s 

corresponding 
*n column elements only have one non-

zero, then give 
*n

s
 post allocation to the 

*m
p

 person of 

the row where this element on and delete the row and 
column where this element on. Repeating the above 
process until every column has more than one non-zero 
element and refresh the matrix. 

Step 2: For the person configuration of the less 
person post, getting the statistic of all posts 
corresponding column non-zero elements and sorting 

the matrix’s columns from left to right according to the 
number of their non-zero elements from few to more, 

and then get the refreshed matrix. The columns with 
few number of non-zero elements can get the priority 

configuration to get rid of no solution. 
Step3: In the refreshed matrix, search the row and 

column elements from left to right and mark the 
maximum element of every row and every column. 

After the marking, if
*n

s
 post’s corresponding 

*n column element had been marked twice, then put the 

*m
p

 person corresponded with the row where this 

element in on
*n

s
post and delete the row and column 

where it be, then refresh the matrix. 
Step 4: Search the matrix, if the row or column has 

single non-zero element, then go back to step1 to step3 
until the matrix has no twice marked or single non-zero 
element. 

Step 5: Put the
*m

p
person who corresponding with 

the maximum element in the first column into the 
*n

s
 

post and go back to repeat the step1 to step 4 until the 

matrix 
*W  is empty, then researchers have the 

configuration matrix
*C . 

Step 6: Repeat step1 to step5 until all catch aQ
  has 

its configuration. 
 

Begin

High efficiency positions; 

Generate a matrix *W

Search for each column

 One non-zero 

elements in every 

column 

Distribute      to     of 

the columns

mp
ns

Delete elements in 

the rows and columns

Update matrix

Reorder the matrix from 

left to right according to 

each column zero element 

Search for The largest element 

in each column  row  and tag

Secondary tag 

element

Distribute      to     

of the columns

mp
ns

Delete elements in the 

rows and columns

Update matrix

 One non-zero 

elements in every 

column 

Distribute      in line with the 

first largest element to   

mp

ns

The matrix          

is empty

*W

Obtain configured matrix

End

*C

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Figure 1.  Heuristic algorithm process.
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V. PELAGIC FISHING WORK SYSTEM AND EXAMPLES 

ANALYSIS 

A. Pelagic fishing work system 

Pelagic fishing work system includes the process on 
board and workers. The process has three parts: putting 

net down, drawing the net back and processing the catch. 
Fishing influences the quantity of the catch, drawing the 
fish back and catch processing are the important parts to 
keep the quality of aquatic product. 

Take the single net technology of the stern ramp 
trawler as the example, after drawing the net back and 
getting the fish, it will have some other fishes except the 

catch with economy in the net, so researchers should 

divide the different fish in the process. Its concrete 
operation process is shown as below: 

On the pelagic fishing ship, most mariners are 
participating in the process. Because the pelagic fishing 
ships are far away from the coast, it is difficult to plus 
or minus persons, so the number of people on the ship is 

changeless and the number is not big, according to the 
size of the ship, the number is between a few to dozens. 
The people on the ship should be arranged to the posts 

include the Fig.1 and researchers should ensure that any 
post has at least one person to operate. The efficiency of 
the operation also relates to the quantity and quality of 

the catch. 
                              

Figure 2.  The fishing process of tern ramp fishing net

B. Examples analysis 

Fig. 2 shows the process of the single net 

technology of the stern ramp trawler, the whole process 

includes 11 parts. For calculating  the model eas ily, the 

paper has two assumption as follows:(1)Generally, 

choosing the location to put the net down and pulling 

and drawing it back are completed by the machines 

with people’s operation. Assume that the people on 

these process are been neglected;(2)It needs two or 

more persons to complete the connection of net plank 

and put it down, these posts can be denoted as  
1 2, ,...n ns s , and they have the same attributes and 

priorities. In order to simplify the calculation of the 

examples, this paper assumes that each post has one 

person and there are 10 people on the ship. 

This fish process line has 8 posts, denoted them as 

1 2 3 8, , ,...,s s s s
one by one; the waiting process catch 

include Gadus and other fish, denoted as 1Q
 and 2Q

, 1Q
 

has the higher priority than 2Q
.Among 1Q

 ,all the posts 

are for fish processing and the 2Q
 posts for processing 

are 1 2 3 4 5 7 8, , , , , ,s s s s s s s
. 

Analyzing the 1Q
 example and choosing the each 

person’s work data in 20 days, then researchers can get the 

personnel competency level matrix 
*W  is: 

0 0.689 0.348 0 0.882 0 0 0

0 0.476 0.572 0 0.435 0.288 0.543 0

0 0 0.928 0 0 0.217 0 0.556

0.645 0 0.225 0.451 0.364 0 0.598 0

0 0 0 0.387 0.765 0.268 0.652 0.456

0.334 0.460 0 0.789 0 0.893 0 0.367

0 0.475 0 0.364 0.266 0 0 0.467

0.472 0.674 0 0.872 0.475 0 0.869 0

0 0.463 0 0 0.785 0.653 0.253 0.266

0.561 0 0.455 0.675 0 0.641 0 0.732

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

According to the above heuristic algorithm, the 
problem can be solved and the final configuration results 

get as follows: 

 

  
Choose the location to put 

down the nets and order to 

put down them. 

 

Stern personnel 

trawl. 

Deck personnel 

connect and put 

down otter board. 

 

Quick-freezing 

 

Put the fish to 

the deck. 

Haul the nets Dragging 

Processing 
and packing 

Processing 

and rinsing 

Classify the 

fish. 
Cold storage 
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*

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
C

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

    Finally, researchers can calculate that the personnel 

competency level sum of the 1Q
 fish process line is 5.812, 

the detailed people and post plan is showed by Tab.1: 

TABLE I.  T HE RESULT OF FISHING OPERATION PEOPLE 

DISTRIBUTION 

Post No. Post Person No. 

1s  People trawl 
4p  

2s  Connect and put 
screen 

2p  

3s  Putting fish to deck 
3p  

4s  Classification 
5p  

5s  Processing and 
flushing 

1p  

6s  Processing and 
packing 

6p  

7s  Frozen 
8p  

8s  Quite-frozen 
10p  

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

SHANGHAI SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION 

ACTION PLAN (12231203902) : KEY TECHNOLOGY 

RESEARCH AND APPLICATION OF IOT INTELLIGENCE 

SERVICE OF PELAGIC FISHING BOATS AND OPERATING 

SYSTEM. 

In the pelagic fish processing, optimizing the people 
configuration on the ship can increase the efficiency of the 

production operation to realize the mariners ’ self value, but 

also can help to get rid of the unreasonable configuration 
and post miss and people redundancy et al. Caused by 

personnel wrong judgments. On account of the specificity 
of the pelagic fishing, the paper confirms the reasonable 

element for personnel competency through the analysis of 
the fish operation process on ship and builds personnel 

competency level matrix based on it. Aimed at the 

optimization goal that maximizing the competency, this 
paper builds the personnel competency optimization model 

and designs one heuristic algorithm to solve the model, 
then makes the people optimization configuration on ship 

come true. 
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